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NMCP-1 MicroPen-tek safely and effectively cleans 
micro camera lenses. With its specially designed micro-
tip NMCP-H (flat and round), it applies the invisible 
carbon compound to places its bigger brothers can’t 
reach. Retractable brush removes dust and the unique 
invisible carbon compound outperforms all other cleaning 
systems. 

• designed to clean small LCD displays

• small tip for reaching smaller areas

• contains invisible carbon compound

• retractable brush

• cleans / removes latent compound, dust

• improved cap for longer cleaning life

Pen-tek & MicroPen-tek - a unique solution for cleaning optical lenses

NLP-1 Pen-tek comes with NLP-H Filter-tek tip for lens 
and filter cleaning.
Round and concave cleaning tip, designed to clean 
digital camera filters, digital cameras, binocular lenses, 
eyepieces and other optical items.

Available spare tip for NPL-1 Pen-tek:

NDK-H Digi-tek for screen cleaning.
Semi-triangular shaped tip to clean into the corners of the 
screen. Designed specifically to clean the small digital glass 
and LCD screens, general lenses, PDAs, cell phones... 
NLFK-H with its round and flat cleaning tip is designed 
to clean filters for digital cameras, video cameras, and 
more.

NLP-1

Perfect tool for cleaning lenses. The small, lightweight, pen-shaped cleaning tool with retractable dust removal brush is easy 
to use and fits in every bag. No more fingerprints, dust and debris! A unique non-liquid cleaning element removes fingerprints 
without damaging the surface and never dries out.
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